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News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive
Go cover-to-cover across decades and continents

The magazines that matter to your researchers
From studies across the curriculum – in history, politics, 
business, science and more – to general reader interest  
in magazine content, users turn to popular periodicals for 
news, views and images they won’t find in newspapers or 
scholarly journals.

Give them the best of the magazine rack with News, Policy  
& Politics Magazine Archive.

•  A collection of digitized consumer magazines, News, 
Policy & Politics spans the 20th and early 21st centuries.

•  The archive will encompass some 679,000 complete full-
color, pages, giving the “magazine experience,” fostering 
browsing and deeper investigation.

•  The content supports the need to use both primary and 
secondary sources for assignments.
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Rarities and responses
News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive is an ideal source 
for responsive journalism – the kind of analysis that goes 
deeper than newspapers, but more wide-ranging than 
scholarly journals.

•  Students and other researchers can use these 
publications to define research projects by identifying key 
issues in a given period and the nature of the responses  
to them.

At the same time, the archive offers access to rare backfile 
content, some of which going back to 1918.

•  Magazines include those no longer in publication, giving 
users valuable historical content.

Premium content, diverse views
Anchored by Newsweek, this growing collection spans 
decades and continents to deliver cover-to-cover content tied 
to social and political topics – with articles delivered in the 
voices of diverse political orientations and nations.

In the collection’s historic pages, researchers will find both the 
vital topics of the day and the context to additional research 
areas like gender studies, ethnic studies and media history.

Titles in the News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive include: 

•  Americas (1949–2015)

•  Church & State (1948–2015)

•  Common Cause Magazine (1980–2015)

•  Dollars & Sense (1974–2015)

•  Europe (1954–2015)

•  Fellowship (1935–2015)

•  In These Times (1976–2015)

•  NATO Review (1953–2015)

•  New Internationalist (1971–2015)

•  Newsweek* (1933–2012)

•  State Legislatures (1975–2015)

•  The Unesco Courier (1948–2001)

•  The World Tomorrow (1918–1934)

•  UN Chronicle (1963–2015)

•  Whole Earth (1974–2003)

*Newsweek is also available as a standalone title.
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